
Intravenous (IV) delivery of recombinant tissue plasminogen
activator (rtPA) within three hours of symptom onset is the first
treatment option for acute ischemic stroke1. A hyperdense middle
cerebral artery (HMCAS) sign on baseline CT scan correlates
with proximal middle cerebral artery (MCA) occlusion on CT
angiography2, is associated with higher baseline National
Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) scores3, larger cerebral
infarction on follow-up imaging4-9, and worse outcome at three
months3.

ABSTRACT: Objectives: The current management of acute ischemic stroke is intravenous (IV) recombinant tissue plasminogen
activator (rtPA). The presence of a hyperdense middle cerebral artery sign (HMCAS) on pre-treatment head computed tomogram (CT)
is considered a poor prognostic sign. We compared the clinical outcome in IV rtPA–treated patients with and without a HMCAS.
Design: Retrospective analysis of prospectively collected cases treated with IV rtPA within three hours. Inclusion criteria were the
presence of: i) an anterior circulation stroke; ii) a pre-treatment CT available; iii) a pre-treatment National Institutes of Health (NIH)
stroke scale (NIHSS) score; and iv) a modified Rankin Score (mRS) at three months. Results: One hundred and thirty patients were
eligible for the analysis, 64 (49%) had a HMCAS. The HMCAS group had a trend toward a higher mean (±SD) pre-treatment NIHSS
score compared to the non-HMCAS group (13.9±6 vs. 12.2±6; p=0.12). Accordingly, there were more patients with severe strokes
(NIHSS>10) in the HMCAS group compared to the non-HMCAS one (48/64=75% vs. 35/66=53%; p=0.009). The mean (±SD) NIHSS
score 24 hours after treatment was 10.6 (±8) in the HMCAS group and 8.3 (±7) in the non-HMCAS group (p=0.08). In a multiple logistic
regression analysis, the only independent predictor of poor outcome (mRS 3-6) was pre-treatment NIHSS score (p<0.001). Conclusion:
Patients with a HMCAS receiving IV rtPA did not fare worse at three months despite a greater proportion of patients with more severe
strokes. Based on the current knowledge, IV rtPA remains a good treatment for patients with a HMCAS within three hours of symptom
onset.

RÉSUMÉ: L’accident vasculaire cérébral aigu avec signe de l’artère cérébrale moyenne hyperdense bénéficie de l’administration de rt-PA IV.
Objectifs : L’administration de l’activateur du plasminogène tissulaire recombinant (rt-PA) est le traitement actuel de l’accident vasculaire cérébral
(AVC) ischémique aigu. La présence du signe de l’artère cérébrale moyenne hyperdense (SACMH) à la tomodensitométrie cérébrale avant traitement
est considérée comme un signe de mauvais pronostic. Nous avons comparé le résultat clinique chez les patients avec et sans SACMH traités par rt-PA
IV. Plan de l’étude : Nous avons effectué une analyse rétrospective de cas recueillis de façon prospective, traités au moyen de rt-PA IV dans les 3 heures
du début des symptômes. Les critères d’inclusion étaient les suivants : la présence d’un AVC dans le territoire de la circulation antérieure ; la
disponibilité d’un examen tomodensitométrique avant traitement, d’un score du NIH Stroke Scale (NIHSS) avant traitement et d’un score du Modified
Rankin Scale (MRS) trois mois après l’AVC. Résultats : Cent trente patients rencontraient les critères d’inclusion, dont soixante-quatre (49%) avaient
un SACMH. Dans le groupe avec SACMH, la moyenne du score du NIHSS avant traitement avait tendance à être plus élevée comparée à celle du
groupe sans SACMH (13,9 ± 6 vs 12,2 ± 6 ; p = 0,12). Il y avait donc plus de patients atteints d’AVC sévères (NIHSS > 10) dans le groupe avec
SACMH par rapport au groupe sans SACMH (48/64 = 75% vs 35/66 = 53% ; p = 0,009). Le score moyen du NIHSS 24 heures après le traitement était
de 10,6 (± 8) dans le groupe avec SACMH et de 8,3 (± 7) dans le groupe sans SACMH (p = 0,08). À l’analyse de régression logistique multivariée, le
seul prédicteur indépendant d’un mauvais pronostic (MRS 3-6) était le score du NIHSS avant traitement (p < 0,001). Conclusion : Les patients qui
présentaient un SACMH et qui ont reçu du rt-PA IV n’étaient pas en plus mauvais état trois mois plus tard que ceux qui n’en présentaient pas malgré
qu’une plus grande proportion d’entre eux étaient atteints d’AVC plus sévères. Selon les connaissances actuelles, le rt-PA IV administré dans les trois
heures du début des symptômes est un bon traitement chez les patients porteurs d’un SACMH.
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A less favourable outcome was reported in patients with a
HMCAS receiving IV rtPA compared to patients without a
HMCAS.3,10,11 However, in the European cooperative acute
stroke study (ECASS) cohort, patients with a HMCAS did better
if they received IV rtPA compared to placebo, and the presence
of a HMCAS on pre-treatment CT scan was not an independent
predictor of poor outcome.12 A very recent, retrospective study
reported a better outcome in HMCAS patients who had received
IA rtPA within six hours compared to HMCAS patients who had
received IV rtPA within three hours. There were, however,
differences between the two groups in that many more IA rtPA-
treated patients had cardioembolic strokes and many more IV
rtPA-treated patients had strokes due to large artery disease. It is
unknown what effect this may have had on the results. It has
been reported that the less favourable outcome observed in
patients with HMCAS may be due to more severe strokes at
baseline, but they were nonetheless, more likely to attain a
favourable outcome after IV rtPA.13

It is not clear, however, whether a HMCAS (i.e. the presence
of proximal MCA occlusion) warrants more aggressive intra-
arterial thrombolysis or combined IV + IA thrombolysis.14,15 The
rate of early recanalization of MCA stems or divisions by
conventional angiography was 38% in IV rtPA patients with pre-
treatment HMCAS.16 A number of studies have shown that IA
alone or in combination with IV delivery of thrombolytics
increased the chance of recanalization either compared to
placebo17 or to the IV route alone.18 Combination of IV and IA
routes and using solely the IA route within six hours improved
outcome for the patients suffering from occlusion of the distal
internal carotid artery.19

In many institutions, acute stroke patients who reach the
hospital beyond the three-hour window can be offered, in
selected cases, the possibility to receive IA rtPA or mechanical
therapies. A recent retrospective analysis showed that patients
with a HMCAS had a better outcome at three-months if treated
with IA rtPA despite treatment being delayed beyond the three-
hour window as compared to the IV route.20 The dilemma,
however, remains for those patients with evidence of HMCAS
who arrive within three hours: should these patients receive IV
rtPA (i.e. the standard treatment) with no further delay, or should
they be offered IA rtPA if further investigations detect major
artery occlusion and viable tissue? A randomized double-blind
trial of IA thrombolysis vs. IV thrombolysis within six hours of
symptom onset is ongoing.21

Overall there is little prospective data available on the
correlation between pre-treatment CT status and long-term
outcome after thrombolysis, and a retrospective study may still
be useful to address these issues until prospective data are
available. This, in turn, might lead to the development of pre-
defined algorithms that might allow the medical team to offer the
best available treatment specific to each patient.

We hypothesized that stroke patients with a MCA occlusion
as suggested by the presence of a HMCAS on pre-treatment
head CT scan have poorer outcome than patients without major
arterial steno-occlusive disease and consequently may
potentially benefit from more aggressive intervention (i.e. IA or
IV+IA rtPA). For this purpose we determined if the presence of
a HMCAS on pre-treatment CT scan was a predictor of poor
outcome at three months in patients treated with IV rtPA.

METHODS
This is a retrospective analysis of patients selected from a

registry of acute ischemic stroke patients who had received
thrombolysis (IV, IA or combined treatment) between December
1998 and March 2005. We included all IV rtPA-treated patients
with the following inclusion criteria: i) had received IV rtPA
within the three-hour window; ii) had suffered from an anterior
circulation stroke in the MCA territory; iii) had pre-treatment CT
scan available; iv) had pre-treatment NIHSS score available; v)
had a three-month follow-up modified Rankin Score (mRS)
recorded. We excluded patients with posterior circulation strokes
and patients who had received IA rtPA alone or in combination
with IV treatment. Demographic, clinical and outcome data were
prospectively collected and entered into a database, details of
which have been reported elsewhere.22-24 Non-contrast CT scans
of the head performed before and after thrombolysis were
retrospectively reviewed for evidence of a HMCAS and “dot”
signs by two trained stroke neurologists (MCT and SDL) blinded
for the side of the affected body and for the site of infarction on
follow-up CT scan. The HMCAS was defined as a MCA denser
than its counterpart and denser than any other visualized artery
or vein. The HMCAS was categorized according to its location
as “proximal” (MCA trunk or basal M1 segment), “distal”
(beyond MCA bifurcation or M2 and M3 segments) i.e. the “dot
sign”, or both. The HMCAS was interpreted as “present” or
“absent,” and doubtful cases were considered to be absent. In
case of disagreement the two came to a final judgment during a
consensus meeting.

Stroke severity was assessed based on the NIH Stroke
Scale.25 A severe stroke was defined as an NIHSS>10 given that
a previous study revealed that 46% of patients with onset NIHSS
7-10 had a good recovery and this dropped dramatically to 23%
in the NIHSS 11-15 group.26 Functional outcome at three months
was assessed with the mRS (0 to 6, where 6 defines death).27

Patients with the hyperdense MCA sign (HMCAS group)
were compared with those who did not have the sign (non-
HMCAS group) on baseline CT scan in terms of: i) demo-
graphics; ii) stroke risk factors ( i.e. arterial hypertension,
smoking, diabetes mellitus, hypercholesterolemia, previous
transient ischemic attack (TIA), previous stroke, coronary artery
disease, atrial fibrillation, peripheral vascular disease and
obesity); iii) pre-treatment NIHSS; iv) onset-to-needle time
(minutes); v) NIHSS at 24 hours after symptom onset; vi) length
of hospital stay (days); vii) occurrence of symptomatic
haemorrhage; and viii) three-month outcome as assessed by the
mRS (good outcome 0-2, poor outcome 3-6).

Statistical analysis: Comparison of patients with and without
HMCAS was performed with t-test, Mann-Whitney or chi-
square test, as appropriate. For continuous data, we used
student’s t test and ANOVA. A multiple logistic regression was
performed with Modified Rankin Score as the dependent
variable dichotomized for good outcome 0-2 and poor outcome
3-6 and the following independent variables: age, gender, pre-
treatment NIHSS, presence or absence of a HMCAS, presence or
absence of the following risk factors: hypertension, smoking
status, diabetes mellitus, hypercholesterolemia, previous TIA,
previous stroke, coronary artery disease, atrial fibrillation,
peripheral vascular disease and obesity. Significance was set at
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P<0.05. All tests were 2-sided and computed with the software
SPSS 11.

RESULTS
There were 312 patients who had received IV and/or IA rtPA

for an acute ischemic stroke in our institution between December
1998 and March 2005. Of them, 130 (42%) patients met the
inclusion criteria (i.e., anterior circulation infarct in the MCA
territory, pre-treatment CT scan available, pre-treatment NIHSS
score, and three-month mRS). Of the remaining 182 patients, 10
had received either IA rtPA alone or a combination of IV and IA
rtPA treatment, 30 had a posterior circulation stroke, and 142 had
incomplete data. Hence, for the purpose of this study we ran the

analyses on 130 patients. Of these, 64/130 (49%) had a HMCAS
or “dot” sign (hereafter called HMCAS group) and 66/130 (51%)
did not (hereafter called the non-HMCAS group). There was a
significantly higher prevalence of males in the HMCAS group
compared to the non-HMCAS group (66% vs. 38%; p=0.001),
while mean age (±SD) did not differ between the two groups
(73.3±12 vs. 70.4±13). There was a significantly lower
percentage of right hemispheric strokes in the HMCAS group
(28% vs. 45%; p=0.001). The two groups did not differ
significantly for vascular risk factors except for a trend towards
a higher occurrence in the HMCAS group of previous ischemic
stroke (17% vs. 9%; p=0.08) (Table 1). Mean (±SD) onset-to-
treatment time was similar between the two groups: 156 (±36)
minutes in HMCAS group and 160 (±35) minutes in the non-
HMCAS group (p=0.55). Pre-stroke mRS was 0 in both groups
(p=0.54). Patients in the HMCAS group had a trend towards a
higher mean (±SD) pre-treatment NIHSS score compared to
patients in the non-HMCAS group (13.9± 6 vs. 12.2±6; p=0.12).
Accordingly, there were significantly more patients with severe
strokes (NIHSS>10) in the HMCAS group compared to the non-
HMCAS group (48/64=75% vs. 35/66=53%; p=0.009). At 24
hours post-rtPA treatment, the mean (±SD) NIHSS score was
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Table 1: Prevalence of risk factors in patients with and
without HMCAS

HMCAS(+) HMCAS(-) P value
64 (%) 66 (%)

hypertension 42 (65) 38 (58) 0.37
smoking 13 (20) 12 (18) 0.83
diabetes mellitus 13 (20) 16 (24) 0.68
hypercholesterolemia 28 (44) 22 (33) 0.28
previous TIA 9 (14) 8 (12) 0.8
previous stroke 17 (27) 9 (14) 0.08
coronary artery disease 20 (31) 21 (32) 1
atrial fibrillation 23 (36) 17 (26) 0.26
peripheral vascular disease 3 (5) 4 (6) 1
obesity 7 (11) 5 (8) 0.56

Table 2: The modified Rankin Score (mRS) dichotomized for
good (mRS 0-2) and poor outcome (mRS 3-6) for patients
with and without HMCAS

3-month outcome HMCAS(+) HMCAS(-) P
n=64 n=66 value

Good outcome 24 30 0.36
mRS 0-2

Poor outcome 40 36
mRS 3-6

Figure: Percentage of patients with and without hyperdense MCA at each Modified Rankin score at three months.
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10.6 (±8) in the HMCAS group and 8.3 (±7) in non-HMCAS
group (p=0.08). The length of hospital stay data was not
normally distributed so a Mann-Whitney test was applied.
Length of hospital stay was significantly greater in the HMCAS
group compared with the non-HMCAS: 14 (±19) days vs. 9.73
(± 22), respectively, p=0.012.

There was no significant difference in the occurrence of any
severe bleeding complication (systemic and intracranial
combined) between the HMCAS group and non-HMCAS group
(11% vs. 12%; p=0.78). There was one fatal intracerebral
hemorrhage (ICH) in the HMCAS group and two fatal ICH in the
non-HMCAS group (p=0.57).

At the three-month follow-up, there was no significant
difference in median mRS between patients in the HMCAS
group and the non-HMCAS group (4 vs. 3; p=0.412), as well as
in the percentage of patients with good outcome (i.e. mRS 0-2)
(24% vs. 30%; p=0.36) (Figure 1, Table 2). A multiple logistic
regression analysis was done with the mRS dichotomized as
good (0-2) and poor (3-6) outcome as the dependent variable.
Age, gender, pre-treatment NIHSS, presence or absence of a
HMCAS, as well as presence or absence of vascular risk factors
were entered in the model as independent variables. The
presence of a HMCAS was not an independent predictor of poor
outcome. The only independent predictor of poor outcome (i.e.
mRS 3-6) was pre-treatment NIHSS score (p<0.001).

DISCUSSION
We observed that patients with a HMCAS receiving IV rtPA

within three hours of symptom onset did not fare worse at three
months than patients with no HMCAS, although more patients
with a HMCAS had more severe strokes at baseline. A
systematic review of early CT signs of stroke revealed that the
presence of a hyperattenuated artery was associated with a worse
outcome at six months28 but a number of studies have shown
better outcomes when patients with HMCAS were treated with
IV rtPA.12,13 and that a HMCAS was not an independent
predictor of poor outcome after IV thrombolysis.12 In our study,
a multivariable regression model revealed that pre-treatment
NIHSS was the best predictor of outcome at three months.
Schellinger showed that initial NIHSS and age were the best
predictors of recanalization.29 In Albers’10 study, other variables
in conjunction with HMCAS such as age greater than 85, high
mean arterial blood pressure, and a greater than 33% of the MCA
territory hypodensity were important for predicting poor
outcome.

The efficacy of intravenous thrombolytic treatment within
three-hours of symptom onset in patients with a HMCAS
continues to be questioned. It is not known whether there is
justification to withhold some of the IV rtPA treatment within
three hours of symptom onset if a HMCAS is present and
confirm the MCA occlusion with angiography to eventually
precede with IA catheter-directed reperfusion strategies. This has
been tested in a pilot randomized placebo-controlled trial during
which IV rtPA or placebo was started within three hours of stroke
onset followed by IA rtPA.19 The study demonstrated that IV+IA
treatment is feasible and provides better recanalization compared
to placebo or IA treatment. However, combined treatment was
not associated with improved clinical outcomes and was
associated with higher mortality. A recent retrospective study

performed in a relatively small sample size as ours demonstrated
that patients with a HMCAS did better at three months if they
received IA rtPA treatment beyond three hours compared to
patients showing a HMCAS who were treated with IV rtPA
within three hours.20 The percentage of good outcome at three
months, however, was higher in our HMCAS group compared to
their HMCAS group treated with IV rtPA (37% vs. 23%), with
similar mortality rates at three-month (22% vs. 23%). Time-to-
treatment was also similar between our patients and their IV rtPA
cohort (160 vs. 156 minutes). Our patients had a lower mean
admission NIHSS score compared to their HMCAS group
treated with IV rtPA (13.9 vs. 17.5), but our patients were older
(mean age was 73 vs. 61), and this might explain the similar rate
of bad outcomes we observed despite less severe strokes (pre-
treatment NIHSS score). Interestingly, the authors had a higher
percentage of patients with cardioembolic strokes in the IA rtPA-
treated group compared with the IV rtPA-treated one (67% vs.
47%), despite a similar (20%) occurrence of atrial fibrillation in
both groups. In addition, there were more patients in the “large
artery disease” group in the IV rtPA-treated group compared to
IA rtPA-treated ones (19% vs. 9%). Schellinger et al29 have
shown that having a cardioembolic stroke did significantly
increase the odds of recanalization. Taken together, these
observations suggest that IA rtPA treatment might be beneficial
in a subset of patients severely impaired, not excessively old,
whose stroke is attributable to cardioembolic disease.
Prospective studies would better clarify this important issue.

Our study has several limitations. Due to the retrospective
nature of the study, there may be selection bias due to missing
patient information. Furthermore, our study lacked angiographic
confirmation of vessel patency, therefore a proportion of patients
in the non-HMCAS group may in fact have had a major vessel
occlusion and we would have been unaware of this condition.
This could affect outcomes in the non-HMCAS group, making
them more similar to patients in the HMCAS group. Our cohort
sample was relatively small as compared to previous studies.
This was mainly due to lack of available pre-treatment CT scans
and missing data at three-month follow-up. Since our institution
is a tertiary referral centre, acute stroke patients who are
candidates for thrombolysis may arrive with a CT scan
performed in a peripheral hospital, which may be unavailable for
subsequent review. Furthermore, there are many patients who
come for thrombolysis but since they reside far from our
institution, all clinical follow-up and further imaging is done
closer to home. In addition, our hospital has only recently
converted to a filmless picture archiving and communication
system (PACS) system and some films may not have been
archived properly and so have gone missing. Another limitation
of this study is that we did not look at other early ischemic
changes such as swelling of the affected hemisphere, loss of
differentiation between grey and white matter, or effacement of
cerebral sulci. However, the HMCAS alone is the most
predictive of proximal MCA occlusion, and is the most obvious
of the early CT signs of stroke, the others being sometimes subtle
and missed even by experienced observers.2

In summary, until the results of a prospective ongoing study
comparing IV vs. IA treatment within six hours of symptom
onset are made available21, the presence of a HMCAS on pre-
treatment CT scan should not prevent clinicians from timely IV
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treatment with rtPA. These patients, who present with severe
strokes, seem to have similar rates of good recovery as compared
to patients not showing the clot-sign on pre-treatment CT scan.
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